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Reviewer's report:

It is a well written and important article. Thanks for authors. I have some minor recommendations.

Introduction
In terms of acculturation, it is important to mention in this part that integration is not the responsibility of migrants solely it is a result of mutual dynamic interaction between the host country.

Methods
It would be good to explain in more detailed way that construction of four acculturation strategies in relation with attachment to Dutch or Turkish culture.
It is difficult to understand Table 2. Each row presented an analyses. How did this analyses done? For example comparing integration/others and male/female?

Discussion
The discussion section is based on a lot of finding repetition. It would be good compare the findings more with other studies and theories like social adaptation.

Was it enough to conduct this research with those variables? What will authors recommend us to look for in further research? In discussion there is no recommendation to migrants or health and social policies how integration will enhanced in terms of increasing self management abilities?
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